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NEWS BRIEF 
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Dana Genuine Off-Highway Product Solutions Increase Uptime 
MAUMEE, Ohio – Dana Incorporated delivers customized off-highway drivetrain and motion 
solutions that ensure peak efficiency and increased uptime for a wide variety of mobile and 
stationary industrial applications, including construction, agriculture, material handling, mining, 
and forestry equipment. 
 
“Off-highway vehicles and equipment deliver the greatest value when they are actively working, 
so when they need repairs, installing OE genuine Dana replacement parts is imperative to keep 
them operating at peak performance,” said Dan Griffin, senior director, aftermarket and digital 
solutions for Dana.  “Genuine Dana drivetrain and motion systems are designed with lower 
maintenance requirements to maximize productivity across all off-highway sectors, for both 
traditional and electrified applications.” 
 
Well known to original-equipment manufacturers and Dana’s aftermarket customers, the off-
highway portfolio includes Spicer®, Spicer Electrified™, Brevini™, Spicer Torque-Hub™, 
Graziano™, and GWB® and features genuine products designed to provide long life, power, 
reduced maintenance, and increased uptime.  In addition, genuine Dana off-highway products 
help maintain the cost of ownership expected when acquiring new equipment.  Customization 
options support vehicles and machines with both conventional and electrified power sources, 
lowering total ownership costs. 
 
“Whether off-highway equipment is in constant motion or working hard in one spot, Dana’s 
integrated drivetrain and motion systems ensure peak efficiency.  No matter the terrain or 
conditions, we have the right solution with broad coverage across market segments,” said 
Griffin.  “In addition, Dana provides its customers with the security and experience of a large 
global supplier with localized regional technical support, product development, and 
manufacturing to enhance the customer experience.” 
 
To learn more about genuine off-highway product solutions from Dana, visit 
https://www.dana.com/markets/off-highway/.  To place an order, contact a Dana representative 
or visit www.DanaAftermarket.com.  
 
About Dana in the Aftermarket  
Powered by recognized brands such as Dana, Spicer®, Victor Reinz®, Albarus™, Brevini™, 
Glaser®, GWB®, Spicer Select™, Thompson™, and Transejes™, Dana delivers a broad range 
of aftermarket solutions – including genuine, all-makes, and value lines – servicing passenger, 
commercial, and off-highway vehicles around the world. Leveraged by a global network of 14 
distribution centers, Dana's dedicated aftermarket team provides technical service, customer 
support, high fill rates, and on-time delivery to customers around the globe. For product 
information, visit www.SpicerParts.com and www.VictorReinz.com. For e-catalog and parts 
locator, visit www.DanaAftermarket.com. To speak with a Dana customer service 
representative, call 1-800-621-8084. 
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